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A: Try something like this String[] all_keys = data.split(":"); String key = all_keys[0]; String value = all_keys[1]; if
(data.startsWith("LED":) { Log.d(TAG, "Got text: " + key + " : " + value); } If you want to loop over all keys you will have to

modify it. package main import ( "fmt" "os" "regexp" "strings" "time" ) func isMagic(line string) bool { re :=
regexp.MustCompile("\\[0\\]*([\\d]+):([\\d]+)") result, err := re.MatchString(line) if err!= nil { return false } if

result.Groups[1].Success && result.Groups[2].Success { return true } return false } func isEffMagic(line string) bool { re :=
regexp.MustCompile("\\[\\d+\\]\\s*ERR\\s*([\\d]+)") result, err := re.MatchString(line) if err!= nil { return false } if

result.Groups[1].Success && result.Groups[2].Success { return true } return false } func isEffInt(line string) bool { re :=
regexp.MustCompile("\\[0\\]*([\\d]+):([\\d]+)") result, err := re.MatchString(line) if err!= nil { return false } if

result.Groups[1].Success && result.Groups[2].Success { return true } return false } func main() { _, err := os.Stat("out/test.csv") if
err!= nil { fmt.Println("
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ations of spontaneous recovery and
outcome after severe head injury.

To determine the influence of
variables such as initial

neurological status, hypoxia, early
or late hypotension, and a history of

previous head injury on the
recovery of mental and motor
function after a head injury.

Descriptive, observational, cross-
sectional study. Twenty-one
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patients with severe head injury at
the University of Texas Medical

Branch. Assessments of cognitive
and motor functions were obtained
from the Glasgow Coma Scale, the
Abbreviated Mental Test, the Rey's
Auditory Verbal Learning Test, the
National Institutes of Health Stroke
Scale, the Bedside Test of Selected
Neuropsychological Domains, the
Wide-Range Achievement Test,

and the Brainerd Performance Test.
Standardized measurements were

obtained for age, race, sex, duration
of loss of consciousness, Glasgow
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Coma Scale score on admission,
hypotension on arrival, and

presence of a history of previous
head injury. The average duration
of loss of consciousness was 5.3

hours; the mean age was 26 years;
the mean Glasgow Coma Scale

score was 9.8; and the mean
duration of posttraumatic amnesia

was 4.2 days. The Glasgow
Outcome Scale scores were good in

13 patients, 2d92ce491b
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